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  Japanese for Real Life Anne Crescini,Aya Aoki,2016-06-16 Living and working in Japan can be a challenge. In addition to the difficult language,
those who make Japan their home also must learn to function in daily life, where they are often confronted with systems, ways of thinking, and
attitudes that are very unfamiliar. In Japanese for Real Life, Anne and Aya aim to equip foreigners living in Japan with the knowledge and vocabulary
that will enable them to not only survive but to thrive. Touching on various issues such as the social welfare system, medical care, education,
religious views, and numerous other topics necessary for daily life, this guidebook to living in Japan will provide them with the necessary tools to
confidently interact with Japanese society. Anne and Aya's many years of combined experience living and working in Japan enable them to give useful
insight into the Japanese mind, as well as the Japanese language that people really use everyday. They hope that this is not a book that is gone
through once, but one that will be referenced over and over again to help foreign residents thrive in the Land of the Rising Sun.
  Will to Survive Arthur Godman,2009-04-01 Taken prisoner after the fall of Singapore in 1942, Arthur Godman spent the next three and a half
years on the Burma-Siam railway, living in camps along the River Kwai. Like other PoWs, he experienced disease and malnutrition and witnessed the
painful deaths of many of his comrades. Yet somehow he retained his sense of humour and perspective, recalling, among the casual cruelties inflicted
by the Japanese, small acts of kindness between guards and prisoners which enabled him to retain his faith in humanity. In order to survive he
attempted to achieve a relationship with his captors based on their common experience of adversity, learning Thai, teaching bridge and stealing food.
The Will to Survive gives the reader a glimpse of the terrifying world of the PoW and includes pictures by another famous captive, Ronald Searle.
  Survival Japanese Boye Lafayette De Mente,2016-02-16 A handy Japanese phrasebook and guide to the Japanese language, Survival Japanese
contains basic vocabulary necessary for travelling in Japan. This book contains all the necessary words and phrases for speaking Japanese in any kind
of setting. Perfect for students, tourists, or business people learning Japanese or travelling to Japan, it also contains a beginner guide to the Japanese
language, allowing for a deeper understanding of Japanese than a typical Japanese phrasebook or Japanese dictionary. The phrase book is broken
into two basic sections: Common Japanese Expressions and Key Words, and Japanese Pronunciation Guides for Key Japanese Names and Signs. All
Japanese words and phrases are written in Romanized form as well phonetically, making pronouncing Japanese a breeze. For example, the word for
hotel, hoteru is also written as hoe-tay-rue. Authentic Japanese script (Kanji and Kana) is also included so that in the case of difficulties the book can
be shown to the person the user is trying to communicate with. Key features of Survival Japanese include: Hundreds of useful Japanese words and
expressions. A short Japanese dictionary in the back Up-to-date expressions for the internet, mobile, and social media Romanized forms, phonetic
spellings, and Japanese script (Kanji and Kana) for all words and phrases. Tone markings indicated for all words and phrases A concise background
and history of the Japanese language. A pronunciation guide for Japanese words including long vowels, double consonants, and accents. A guide to
Japanese grammar including word order, questions, singular vs. plural, and formal, vs. informal.
  Alice on the Island Mayumi Shimose Poe,2019-02-01 In 1941, thirteen-year-old Alice's days are filled with swimming in the Hawaiian sea, going
to school, and helping watch her younger siblings. But on December 7, everything changes when she experiences an act of warÑthe bombing of Pearl
Harbor. As the United States enters World War II, Alice's father is sent to a Japanese internment camp, leaving Alice and the rest of her family
struggling to adjust to life without him. Featuring nonfiction support material, a glossary, and reader response questions, this Girls Survive story
takes readers to one of history's most important moments.
  Bessatsu goishū 緒方由希子,角谷佳奈,左弥寿子,2009-12
  I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011 (I Survived #8) Lauren Tarshis,2013-08-27 The disaster felt around the world . . . Visiting his dad's
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hometown in Japan four months after his father's death would be hard enough for Ben. But one morning the pain turns to fear: first, a massive
earthquake rocks the quiet coastal village, nearly toppling his uncle's house. Then the ocean waters rise and Ben and his family are swept away-and
pulled apart-by a terrible tsunami.Now Ben is alone, stranded in a strange country a million miles from home. Can he fight hard enough to survive
one of the most epic disasters of all time?
  Being a Broad in Japan Caroline Pover,Ai Kawabe,2001-07
  Tomorrow You Die Andy Coogan,2012-08-23 Andy Coogan was born in Glasgow in 1917, the oldest child of poor Irish immigrants. He was
tipped for Olympic glory, but a promising running career was interrupted by war service. His capture during the fall of Singapore marked the
beginning of a three-and-a-half-year nightmare of starvation, torture and disease. Andy was imprisoned in the notorious Changi camp before being
transported to Taiwan, where he worked as a slave in a copper mine and was twice ordered to dig his own grave. He was later taken to Japan on a
hellship voyage that nearly killed him, but Andy’s athleticism and spirit enable him to survive an ordeal in which many died. From his poverty-
stricken boyhood in the slums of the Gorbals to the atomic wasteland of Nagasaki, Andy’s life story is vividly recounted in Tomorrow You Die, an epic,
compassionate tale that will shock, enthral and inspire.
  Nikkei Donburi Chris Aihara,1999 Presents cultural information, stories, activities, and resources related to the Japanese American experience.
  Can Japanese Agriculture Survive? Takekazu Ogura,1980
  Surviving a Japanese P.O.W. Camp Peter R. Wygle,Robert Howard Wygle,1991 This is a touching and sometimes humorous story of an American
family’s survival in a Japanese internment camp during World War II. Eleven-year-old Peter Wygle's story and his father's diary create a poignant
adventure that reads like a novel. This is a compelling story of the struggle to survive when the enemies were not only the Japanese, but also some
fellow prisoners.
  Fumiko and a Tokyo Tragedy Susan Griner,2023 When the Great Kanto Earthquake strikes Tokyo on September 1, 1923, twelve-year-old Fumiko
must navigate the ensuing chaos and confusion in her fight for survival. Includes information about the Great Kanto Earthquake, a glossary,
discussion questions, and writing prompts.
  The Three Survivors Snowflake,2010-12-07 The Three Survivors chronicles the fictionalized retelling of one of the most arduous passages in
history. After a massive storm in 1832, three men are stranded at sea on their broken ship for over four hundred days and hope for just two thingsto
survive their ordeal and to find safe passage home to Japan. Left in the middle of the sea with not much else to eat but rice, teenage boys Kenta and
Kyu, and their older, spiritually strong helmsman, Iwa, are tossed from one ordeal to the next. As they travel from Japan to Vancouver to Slave Island
and Macao, the three Japanese sailors battle not only the unpredictable elements, but also their failing spirits, slavery, and their own government
officials. Sustained by eating seaweed and shellfish that miraculously adheres to the side of their ship, the three men soon realize that finding their
way back home proves to be a more difficult and dangerous journey than any of them ever expected. In this realistic seafaring saga that will engage
history fans and adventure buffs alike, three brave sailors will come full circle and face their final fate.
  The Forgotten Highlander Alistair Urquhart,2010-10-01 Alistair Urquhart was a soldier in the Gordon Highlanders, captured by the Japanese
in Singapore. Forced into manual labor as a POW, he survived 750 days in the jungle working as a slave on the notorious “Death Railway” and
building the Bridge on the River Kwai. Subsequently, he moved to work on a Japanese “hellship,” his ship was torpedoed, and nearly everyone on
board the ship died. Not Urquhart. After five days adrift on a raft in the South China Sea, he was rescued by a Japanese whaling ship. His luck would
only get worse as he was taken to Japan and forced to work in a mine near Nagasaki. Two months later, he was just ten miles from ground zero when
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an atomic bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. In late August 1945, he was freed by the American Navy—a living skeleton—and had his first wash in
three and a half years. This is the extraordinary story of a young man, conscripted at nineteen, who survived not just one, but three encounters with
death, any of which should have probably killed him. Silent for over fifty years, this is Urquhart’s inspirational tale in his own words. It is as moving
as any memoir and as exciting as any great war movie.
  Japan Helen Gay Pratt,1937 From the John Holmes Library collection.
  Bending Adversity David Pilling,2020-01-02 Updated with a new chapter. Despite years of stagnation, Japan remains one of the world's largest
economies and a country which exerts a remarkable cultural fascination. David Pilling's new book is an entertaining, deeply knowledgeable and
surprising analysis of a group of islands which have shown great resilience, both in the face of financial distress and when confronted with the
overwhelming disaster of the 2011 earthquake and resulting tsunami. Bending Adversity is a superb work of reportage and the essential book even
for those who already feel they know the country well.
  Tsunami: To Survive From Tsunami (Second Edition) Takayama Tomotsuka,Katoh Kazumasa,Imamura Fumihiko,2018-03-02 The book is
organized into two parts: the first part covers (i) the precious lessons obtained from recent actual tsunami disasters including the 2004 Indian Ocean
Tsunami and 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster, (ii) fundamental knowledge of tsunami for our survival, and (iii) concludes the lessons
learnt and listing measures for tsunami disaster mitigation for saving human lives. The second part presents tsunami from academic perspective in
two chapters: one describes tsunami occurrence mechanism and near-shore behavior; the other mentions numerical simulation and forecasting of
tsunami. Contents: How Can We Escape a Tsunami?: Examples of Tsunami Disasters Tsunami Disaster Knowledge for Tsunami Survival Prevention
and Mitigation of Tsunami Disasters Tsunami Behavior and Forecasting: Occurrence and Amplification of Tsunamis Tsunami Simulations and
Forecasting Systems Readership: Undergraduates and graduates interested in tsunamis, tsunami mitigation planners, oceanographers and
physicists, especially residents in tsunami prone areas. Keywords: Tsunami;Disaster;Mitigation;Hardware;Software;Hazard MapReview: Key
Features: The book aims to provide scientific information and knowledge for survival from tsunami to people who live or may possibly live in the
areas prone to tsunami, or travelers who may visit such areas All these chapters are described from the viewpoint of saving human lives through
lessons learnt and measures for tsunami disaster mitigation Written by world renowned experts on tsunami
  Book Reviews of Can Japanese Agriculture Survive? : a Historical and Comparative Approach, by Ogura Takekazu ,1983
  Yurei Attack! Hiroko Yoda,Matt Alt,2012-12-10 Yurei Attack! is a nightmare-inducing one-stop guide to Japan's traditional ghosts and spirits.
Surviving encounters with angry ghosts and sexy spectres. Haunted places. Dangerous games and how to play them. And more importantly, a guided
tour of what awaits in the world of the dead. Yurei is the Japanese word for ghost. It's as simple as that. They are the souls of dead people, unable--or
unwilling--to shuffle off this mortal coil. Yurei are many things, but friendly isn't the first word that comes to mind. Not every yurei is dangerous, but
they are all driven by emotions so uncontrollably powerful that they have taken on a life of their own: rage, sadness, devotion, a desire for revenge,
or even the firm belief that they are still alive. This book, the third in the authors' bestselling Attack! series, after Yokai Attack! and Ninja Attack!
gives detailed information on 39 of the creepiest yurei stalking Japan, along with detailed histories and defensive tactics should you have the
misfortune to encounter one. Japanese ghosts include: Oiwa, The Horror of Yotsuya Otsuyu, The Tale of the Peony Lantern The Lady Rokujo, The Tale
of Genji Isora, Tales of Moonlight and Rain Orui, The Depths of Kasane Book 3 of 3 in the Yokai Attack! series. Others include Ninja Attack! and Yokai
Attack!.
  Surviving with Companion Animals in Japan Hazuki Kajiwara,2020-07-14 This book examines how relationships between guardians and
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companion animals were challenged during a large-scale disaster: the tsunami of March 2011 and the following nuclear disaster in Fukushima. The
author interrogates: 1) How did guardians and their companion animals survive the large disaster?; 2) Why was the relationship between guardians
and their companion animals ignored during and after a disaster?; and 3) What structures and/or mechanisms shaped the outcomes for animals and
their guardians? Through a critical realist framework, combined with a theoretical perspective developed by Roy Bhaskar and his colleagues, the
author argues that despite the trivialization of companion animals by government officials, relationships between animals and guardians were often
able to be maintained, in some cases through great pains by the guardians. While the notion of human-animal relationships in Japan has thus far been
dominated by economic logic, the author reveals dynamics between guardians and companion animal transcend such structures, forging the concept
of “bonding rights.”

Survive Japanese: Bestsellers in 2023 The year 2023 has witnessed a noteworthy surge in literary brilliance, with numerous compelling novels
captivating the hearts of readers worldwide. Lets delve into the realm of bestselling books, exploring the fascinating narratives that have charmed
audiences this year. The Must-Read : Colleen Hoovers "It Ends with Us" This touching tale of love, loss, and resilience has captivated readers with its
raw and emotional exploration of domestic abuse. Hoover masterfully weaves a story of hope and healing, reminding us that even in the darkest of
times, the human spirit can prevail. Survive Japanese : Taylor Jenkins Reids "The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo" This intriguing historical fiction
novel unravels the life of Evelyn Hugo, a Hollywood icon who defies expectations and societal norms to pursue her dreams. Reids compelling
storytelling and compelling characters transport readers to a bygone era, immersing them in a world of glamour, ambition, and self-discovery.
Discover the Magic : Delia Owens "Where the Crawdads Sing" This captivating coming-of-age story follows Kya Clark, a young woman who grows up
alone in the marshes of North Carolina. Owens spins a tale of resilience, survival, and the transformative power of nature, entrancing readers with its
evocative prose and mesmerizing setting. These bestselling novels represent just a fraction of the literary treasures that have emerged in 2023.
Whether you seek tales of romance, adventure, or personal growth, the world of literature offers an abundance of compelling stories waiting to be
discovered. The novel begins with Richard Papen, a bright but troubled young man, arriving at Hampden College. Richard is immediately drawn to
the group of students who call themselves the Classics Club. The club is led by Henry Winter, a brilliant and charismatic young man. Henry is
obsessed with Greek mythology and philosophy, and he quickly draws Richard into his world. The other members of the Classics Club are equally as
fascinating. Bunny Corcoran is a wealthy and spoiled young man who is always looking for a good time. Charles Tavis is a quiet and reserved young
man who is deeply in love with Henry. Camilla Macaulay is a beautiful and intelligent young woman who is drawn to the power and danger of the
Classics Club. The students are all deeply in love with Morrow, and they are willing to do anything to please him. Morrow is a complex and
mysterious figure, and he seems to be manipulating the students for his own purposes. As the students become more involved with Morrow, they
begin to commit increasingly dangerous acts. The Secret History is a brilliant and suspenseful novel that will keep you guessing until the very end.
The novel is a cautionary tale about the dangers of obsession and the power of evil.
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Free PDF Books and Manuals for Download: Unlocking Knowledge at
Your Fingertips In todays fast-paced digital age, obtaining valuable
knowledge has become easier than ever. Thanks to the internet, a vast
array of books and manuals are now available for free download in PDF
format. Whether you are a student, professional, or simply an avid
reader, this treasure trove of downloadable resources offers a wealth of
information, conveniently accessible anytime, anywhere. The advent of
online libraries and platforms dedicated to sharing knowledge has
revolutionized the way we consume information. No longer confined to
physical libraries or bookstores, readers can now access an extensive
collection of digital books and manuals with just a few clicks. These
resources, available in PDF, Microsoft Word, and PowerPoint formats,
cater to a wide range of interests, including literature, technology,
science, history, and much more. One notable platform where you can
explore and download free Survive Japanese PDF books and manuals is
the internets largest free library. Hosted online, this catalog compiles a
vast assortment of documents, making it a veritable goldmine of
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knowledge. With its easy-to-use website interface and customizable PDF
generator, this platform offers a user-friendly experience, allowing
individuals to effortlessly navigate and access the information they seek.
The availability of free PDF books and manuals on this platform
demonstrates its commitment to democratizing education and
empowering individuals with the tools needed to succeed in their chosen
fields. It allows anyone, regardless of their background or financial
limitations, to expand their horizons and gain insights from experts in
various disciplines. One of the most significant advantages of
downloading PDF books and manuals lies in their portability. Unlike
physical copies, digital books can be stored and carried on a single
device, such as a tablet or smartphone, saving valuable space and
weight. This convenience makes it possible for readers to have their
entire library at their fingertips, whether they are commuting, traveling,
or simply enjoying a lazy afternoon at home. Additionally, digital files are
easily searchable, enabling readers to locate specific information within
seconds. With a few keystrokes, users can search for keywords, topics, or
phrases, making research and finding relevant information a breeze. This
efficiency saves time and effort, streamlining the learning process and
allowing individuals to focus on extracting the information they need.
Furthermore, the availability of free PDF books and manuals fosters a
culture of continuous learning. By removing financial barriers, more
people can access educational resources and pursue lifelong learning,
contributing to personal growth and professional development. This
democratization of knowledge promotes intellectual curiosity and
empowers individuals to become lifelong learners, promoting progress
and innovation in various fields. It is worth noting that while accessing
free Survive Japanese PDF books and manuals is convenient and cost-
effective, it is vital to respect copyright laws and intellectual property
rights. Platforms offering free downloads often operate within legal
boundaries, ensuring that the materials they provide are either in the
public domain or authorized for distribution. By adhering to copyright
laws, users can enjoy the benefits of free access to knowledge while
supporting the authors and publishers who make these resources

available. In conclusion, the availability of Survive Japanese free PDF
books and manuals for download has revolutionized the way we access
and consume knowledge. With just a few clicks, individuals can explore a
vast collection of resources across different disciplines, all free of
charge. This accessibility empowers individuals to become lifelong
learners, contributing to personal growth, professional development, and
the advancement of society as a whole. So why not unlock a world of
knowledge today? Start exploring the vast sea of free PDF books and
manuals waiting to be discovered right at your fingertips.

FAQs About Survive Japanese Books

How do I know which eBook platform is the best for me? Finding the best
eBook platform depends on your reading preferences and device
compatibility. Research different platforms, read user reviews, and
explore their features before making a choice. Are free eBooks of good
quality? Yes, many reputable platforms offer high-quality free eBooks,
including classics and public domain works. However, make sure to
verify the source to ensure the eBook credibility. Can I read eBooks
without an eReader? Absolutely! Most eBook platforms offer web-based
readers or mobile apps that allow you to read eBooks on your computer,
tablet, or smartphone. How do I avoid digital eye strain while reading
eBooks? To prevent digital eye strain, take regular breaks, adjust the
font size and background color, and ensure proper lighting while reading
eBooks. What the advantage of interactive eBooks? Interactive eBooks
incorporate multimedia elements, quizzes, and activities, enhancing the
reader engagement and providing a more immersive learning
experience. Survive Japanese is one of the best book in our library for
free trial. We provide copy of Survive Japanese in digital format, so the
resources that you find are reliable. There are also many Ebooks of
related with Survive Japanese. Where to download Survive Japanese
online for free? Are you looking for Survive Japanese PDF? This is
definitely going to save you time and cash in something you should think
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FJ44-2C Line Maintenance Manual FJ44-2C LINE MAINTENANCE
MANUAL - FJ44-2C - Free ebook download as PDF File (.pdf), Text File
(.txt) or read book online for free. FJ44-2C LINE MAINTENANCE ...
Williams FJ44-1A Line Maintenance Manual (MM) Download Description.
These manuals are for novelty and reference use ONLY! These manuals
are not updated manuals! FJ44-1A Line Maintenance Manual (MM)
Download. Williams Intl FJ44-4A Engine Library Williams International
Service Information. Service Information. FJ44-4A-QPM (PDF). Line
Maintenance Manual. 110990-201 Issue No. 020 (PDF). FJ44-4A-QPM
(PDF). FJ44-1A / FJ44-2A/C FJ44-3A Installation or maintenance of the
engine that is not in accordance with the appropriate approved Engine
Manual(s). 2. Use or inspection of the engine contrary ... Williams Intl
FJ44-1AP Engine Library FJ44-1AP (PDF). Line Maintenance Manual.
73568 Issue No. 053 (PDF). Williams International Service Information.
Service Information. FJ44-1AP (IETM). Line ... FJ44/FJ33 | Handbook
Authorisation by Williams International for line maintenance service on
the FJ33 engines that power the Cirrus SF Vision Jet completes ASG's
offering of full ... Williams International In addition to the manual
instructions, maintenance was performed in accordance with the
following service bulletins, ... 34775 FJ44-72-080: Engine - 2nd ... FJ44
SERVICE BULLETIN Jan 17, 2017 — This service bulletin gives
instructions to replace the installed fuel flow to oil cooler tube assembly
(P/N 50450). F. Approval: This service ... Fan Balance Williams
International FJ44-1A/1AP(5/16wts) All procedures for Fan Balance and
all adjustments should be made in accordance with the Aircraft
Maintenance Manual. ... FJ44 Vibration Sensor Mount (Item 7). 9 ...
Answer Key Ranking Task Exercises in Physics. 215. Answer Key. Answer
Key. Page #. Kinematics Ranking Tasks. 1. Ball Motion
Diagrams—Velocity I. ADF. BE. C. 2. Ball Motion ... Ranking Task
Exercises In Physics Solutions Manual Pdf Page 1. Ranking Task

Exercises In Physics Solutions Manual Pdf. INTRODUCTION Ranking
Task Exercises In Physics Solutions Manual Pdf Copy. RANKING TASK
EXERCISES IN PHYSICS by TL O'Kuma · 2000 · Cited by 114 — have the
same value for the ranking basis; and a place to explain the reasoning for
the answer produced. ... Although most of the ranking tasks in this
manual ... Ranking Task Exercises in Physics by Hieggelke, Curtis J. I
bought this book for the Ranking Tasks. I didn't realize there would be
no answers in the book. I feel this should be stated in the description. I
didn't ... Answer Key Kinematics Ranking Tasks Ball Motion ... Ranking
Task Exercises in Physics215Answer KeyAnswer Key Page # Kinematics
Ranking Tasks1 Ball Motion Diagrams—Velocity IADFBEC2 Ball
Motion ... Ranking task exercises in physics : student edition Oct 11,
2022 — When students realize that they have given different answers to
variations of the same question, they begin to think about why they
responded as ... Cars and Barriers-Stopping Time with the Same Force
75 How sure were you of your ranking? (circle one). Basically Guessed.
1. 2. Sure. 3. 4. 5. 6. 75 T. O'Kuma, C. Hieggelke, D. Maloney. Physics
Ranking Tasks. 80. Ranking Task Exercises in Physics_finalcr by PM
Vreeland · 2012 — their solutions to ranking task exercises in physics
that contained two quantitative variables, the study found that students
relied exclusively on ... Ranking Task Exercise in Physics Answer Key
View Homework Help - Ranking Task Exercise in Physics Answer Key
from PHYS 201 at Claflin University. Ranking Task Exercises In Physics
Pdf Fill Ranking Task Exercises In Physics Pdf, Edit online. Sign, fax and
printable from PC, iPad, tablet or mobile with pdfFiller ✓ Instantly. Try
Now! Inside Scientology: The Story of America's Most Secretive ...
"Inside Scientology" is a fascinating book about the history of
Scientology. Janet Reitman has written a page-turner account of one of
the least known religions ... Inside Scientology: The Story of America's
Most Secretive ... Inside Scientology: The Story of America's Most
Secretive Religion is a 2011 book by journalist Janet Reitman in which
the author examines the Church of ... Inside Scientology: The Story of
America's Most Secretive ... Jul 5, 2011 — Scientology, created in 1954
by pulp science fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard, claims to be the world's
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fastest growing religion, with millions ... Inside Scientology: The Story of
America's Most Secretive ... Jan 13, 2012 — Sounds interesting. But this
religion is more about money than all others. In this religion you actually
MUST pay money to know about it more, ... Inside Scientology: The Story
of America's Most Secretive ... Scientology, created in 1954 by a prolific
sci-fi writer named L. Ron Hubbard, claims to be the world's fastest-
growing religion, with millions of members ... “Inside Scientology: The
Story of America's Most Secretive ... Jul 14, 2011 — Janet Reitman takes
readers inside Scientology in her book about America's most secretive
religion. Inside Scientology The Story of America's Most Secretive ... Sep
25, 2023 — Based on five years of research, unprecedented access to
church officials, confidential documents, and extensive interviews with
current and ... Reporter Janet Reitman Peers 'Inside Scientology' Jul 23,
2011 — The author spent more than five years writing and researching
her book, Inside Scientology: The Story of America's Most Secretive
Religion. Hail, Thetan! Inside Scientology: The Story of America's Most
Secretive Religion BY Janet Reitman. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Hardcover, 464 pages. $28. Purchase this book: Inside Scientology: The
Story of America's Most Secretive ... Inside Scientology: The Story of
America's Most Secretive Religion. by Janet Reitman. Details. Author
Janet Reitman Publisher Mariner Books
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